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relation between the record-surface and the
Be it known that we, JOHN DEY and ALEX means for making impressions in dili’erent
ANDEE DEY, residing at Syracuse, in the county colors thereon is substantially unaffected by
of Onondaga and State of New York, have in vibration or jarring, and to provide means for
vented certain new and useful Improvements indicating visually the condition of the mech 55
in Time-Recorders, of which the following is a anism.
Other objects will be in part obvious and in
full, clear, and exact description, such as will
enable others skilled in the art to which it ap part pointed out hereinafter.
To all whom it may concern:

The invention accordingly consists in the
This invention relates to time-recorders, and features of construction, combinations of ele
while as to some of its features the invention ments, and arrangement of parts, which will
may be applied to-various classes of printing be exempli?ed in the mechanism hereinafter
or recording machines the invention is more described and the scope of the application of
particularly directed to certain improvements which will be indicated in the following claims.
in the accompanying drawings, wherein is 65
15 in time-recorders adapted for recording the
times of entering or leaving a factory or other shown one of Various possible embodiments
establishment of the individuals employed of our invention, Figure 1 is a side elevation
of the same. Fig. 2 is a similar view of cer
therein.
One of the objects of the invention is to pro tain parts appearing in Fig. 1, showing the
vide means in a workmen’s time - recorder same in a slightly different position. Fig. 3
whereby records of different classes are made is a vertical section of this embodiment of our
pertains to make and use the same.

in marks of different colors or otherwise char

aeteristic of the classes.
Another object thereof is to provide means
25 whereby the operations of the machine are
placed beyond the control of the workmen at

all times.
More speci?cally, other objects of the inven
tion are to provide a mechanism whereby a

invention, taken on the line :0 m of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1i is a plan view of the same. Fig. 5 is
a similar view of certain parts appearing in
Fig. 4, showing the same in a different posi 75
tion. Fig. 6 is a detail elevation of certain

parts of the controlling and locking mechan
ism. Fig. 7 is a similar view of the locking
levers. Fig. 8 is a plan of certain parts of

relative motion is provided between the sur the locking and controllingmechanism. Fig.
face on which the records are made and the 9 is a view similar to Fig. 6, showing the
means which produce the impressions in dif parts in another position. Fig. 10 is a simi

ferent colors; to provide means whereby this lar view of the locking-levers, showing the
relative motion is automatically controlled by same in a slightly different position from that
35 a clock mechanism; to provide a mechanism appearing in Fig. 7. Fig. 11 is a plan view 85
whereby a relative motion is produced by the of the locking and controlling mechanism in
manual recordingoperations performed on the its alternative position with reference to that
machine, said mechanism being rendered op shown in Fig. 8.
Similar reference characters refer to simi
erative by a clock-controlled mechanism; to
9O
provide a mechanism wherby the relative lar parts throughout the several views.
in order to render clearer the general na
movement between the record-surface and the
means for making impressions in different ture of our invention, it may here be noted
colors is rendered operative or controlled with that in the use of apparatus of the nature of
the time- printing mechanism; to provide a time-recorders the impressions made upon the
45 locking mechanism whereby the relative mo~ recording-surface may in general be divided 95
tion between the record~surface and the means into two classes?namely, those made within
for making impressions in diiferent colors is the proper hours and those made without such
placed beyond the control of the individuals hours, the latter denoting the early leaving
whose times are recorded upon the machine;

or tardy arrival of a workman. Although an

50 to provide a locking mechanism whereby the

examination of the ?gures would show in

2
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which class each record was made, neverthe
less it would be of value if means could be
provided whereby these entries could be more

surfaee.

In accordance with one feature of

the invention the means for supplying inks
of different colors consists of a ribbon mech

readily distinguished. In order to attain this anism, and in the particular embodiment of
and other desirable results, it is proposed to the invention illustrated the ribbon mech 70
so arrange the mechanism as to stamp the im anism comprises a single ink-ribbon having
pressions of the two classes above indicated different side-by-side longitudinal portions
in distinctive colors. In accordance with one thereof supplied with inks of different colors,

IO

20

feature of the invention a time-controlled and the ribbon — carrying mechanism is so
printing mechanism is combined with means mounted that it may be shifted laterally with 75
for making impressions therefrom upon a relation to both the printing-wheels and the
record-surface and means whereby the im record-surface. In accordance with one fea~
pressions made during‘different intervals of ture of the invention also the means whereby
time are made with di?erent inks. For ex a relative movement is effected between the
ample, if a time-recorder should be so set as record-surface and the means for making im
to give an impression in red if made before pressions in different colors is controlled or
twelve or after one and in green between the rendered operative by the clock mechanism;

hours of twelve and one, assuming that the but the actual shifting movement is produced
lunch-hour extends over that period of time, automatically when the machine is actuated
an impression upon the time-record of an em
in the ordinary way to perform the recording 85
ployee would indicate at a glance that he had operations. In accordance with one feature
left work before the time set or was tardy
upon his return without the necessity of ex

of the invention also means are provided

complish this desirable result by means of a

workman or by accidental or incidental vi

whereby the shifting mechanism is under
amining the ?gures. In accordance with this positive control at all times and is locked to
95 illustrative embodiment it is proposed to ac prevent movement either by design of the
lateral shifting of the ribbon relative to a bration or jarring at any other time than that
type-bearing member, so as to bring differ for which the machine is set.
ent portions thereof or separate ribbons of ‘
Referring now the the drawings, there is

varying colors into operative position. It shown in Fig. 1 the minute-wheel 1 of a time 95
recorder, which is preferably actuated by
clockwork, (not shown, ) the power being trans

will readily be seen that if a practical and
efficient mechanism of the above type were
provided the same might be so arranged as

to print any overtime work done by the la

mitted by a vertical shaft 2, terminating in a

bevel-pinion 3, which meshes with a similar

35 borer in a color which is distinctive with re

pinion ‘1 upon the shaft 5 of the minute-wheel.
lation to the record of that done within the An hour-wheel may be driven from this wheel

I00

regular working hours. The advantage of in any desired manner; but as the same forms

this feature whereby the fact that a workman in itself no part of the present invention it
is entitled to extra pay is shown at a glance has not been shown, as unnecessary compli
without the necessity for examining the ?gures cation in the drawings would thus result. 105
upon the card will be readily appreciated.
The minute-wheel 1, the shaft 5 of which is
The means whereby the impressions made journaled in frame 6, bears upon its outer
upon the record-surface during different in surface type 7, adapted to make an impres
tervals of time are printed in different inks sion upon the surface of a card or other reg
45 may be greatly varied in construction. In istering-surface slipped within a guide 8.
accordance with one feature of the invention For this purpose the platen 9 upon lever 10,
this mechanism is so constructed that a rela which is pivotally mounted upon post 11, is
tive motion is produced between the record provided. Lever 10 is actuated by means of
reeeiving surface and the means whereby the a connecting-rod 12, cushioned by spring 13
impressions are made in different inks. In and connected to an arm 14, ?xed upon the
accordance with the embodiment of the in rock-shaft 15, which in turn is actuated by
vention herein shown the means whereby means of a bell-crank hand-lever 16, pivoted
the impressions are made in different inks are at 17, and rocking shaft 15, by means of a
shifted with relation to the record-surface, slotted connection with an arm 18, ?xed there

55 the shifting operations being effected at pre

on.

In this manner upon the depression of

determined intervals under control- of the the hand-lever 16 shaft 15 will be rocked and

clock mechanism whereby the time-printing the arm 14 swung so as to force the platen 9

wheels are controlled. In accordance with this against the card within guide 8 and carry the
embodiment of the invention also a single latter into engagement with the type 7 upon

time-printing mechanism is employed, and minute~wheel 1.

the means for making impressions therefrom
A printing-ribbon 19, rolled upon reels or
in different colors comprises devices for sup spools 20, is guided, by means of sleeves 21 and

plying inks of different colors, the ink~apply~ the double guide-rod 22, so as to pass between
ing devices being shifted with relation to both the type 7 and the receiver or guide 8, as shown
the time-printing mechanism and the record in Fig. 1 of the drawings. This ribbon may

I25
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be fed longitudinally in any desired manner. of the lever will cause a lateral movement of
as by gears 23, the feeding mechanism not be the ribbon - bar with its associated parts.
inghere shown, as it forms no part of the pres Lever 35 is ?anged at its free end, as shown
ent invention. Spools 20 are mounted, by at 39, and has secured thereto a wedge-shaped
means of sleeves 24,.upon what may be termed member 40, the point of which is uppermost, 70
a “ ribbon-bar ” 25, the spools, sleeves, ribbon as shown at Fig. 1 of the drawings. Adapt
bar, and parts ?xed thereto being slidably sup ed to engage member 40 is a knife-edge 41,
ported upon spindles 26 and 27, ?xed upon the ?xed upon arm 42, which is rigidly connected
frame 28. The double guide-rod 22 is secured with the rock-shaft 15. It will thus be seen
to ribbon-bar 25 by means of an arm. 29 ?xed that upon the hand —lever 16 being swung 75
thereon, and is adapted to slide within the downwardly a corresponding movement of
guiding-brackets 30 upon the card-receiver 8 arm 42 will result and wedge-shaped member
of the instrument. It will thus be seen that 40, if within the path of travel of knife-edge
upon the lateral movement of ribbon-bar 25 41,will be engaged thereby and thrown later
the guiding-sleeves, spools, guide-rod, and ally on account of the action of their inclined

ribbon will be moved therewith, these parts all contacting surfaces.

This movement will

being moved as a whole without changes in
their position with relation one to another. In
this manner the ribbon may be shifted laterally
with respect to minute-wheel 1 without pro

throw the pin 34 to one extreme of its path

ducing folds or wrinkles therein or unneces
sary wear upon the same. Ribbon 19 is herein

tion.

of travel and cause a corresponding move

ment of the ribbon-bar 25 unless the same is

already in its extreme position in this direc~ (35
‘

The means for setting the mechanism so as

shown as having portions of two colors, prefer to bring the wedge-shaped member into the
ably red and green, and of substantially equal path of travel of knife-edge 41,and thus cause

25 width. If desired, however, a greater number

a shifting of the ribbon,is substantially as fol

of colors could be used with certain changes lows: Fixed upon shaft 5 is a pinion 43,

in the mechanism herein described, or sepa-' which by means of idle gear 44 and pinion 45
rate ribbons can be used in place of the single is adapted to drive at a low rate of speed a

ribbon, the separate ribbons being upon the spur-pinion 46, having in ?xed relation there

same or separate spools, as desired.

to and actuated thereby a disk 47.

This re 95

?xed upon ribbon-bar 25, as by means of the

tions as to cause the disk 47 to make one

exposes a portion, which is of the same color
as this ribbon. Upona movement of the rib

are preferably cut in the outer portion of

A suitable visual indicator 31 is preferable ducing-gearing is preferably of such propor

bent arm 32, this indicator being divided into complete revolution every twenty-four hours.
substantially equal sections of colors corre Resting upon the outer surface of this disk is I00
a wiper-arm 48, adjustably mounted upon a
35 sponding with those of ribbon 19 and being rock-shaft 49, having ?xed thereon an arm
so positioned as to expose at a window or open
ing in the casing of the instrument a surface 50, which has a slotted connection with an
of the color which the mechanism is in condi arm 51, ?xed upon a sleeve 52, mounted on a
tion to print. For example, with the appar spindle 53, secured to the frame of the instru~
atus in the condition shown in Fig. 3 the print ment. This sleeve is provided with a rigid 105
ing-wheel 1 is shown to be opposite the left arm 54, normally held in depressed position
hand ribbon and the target or indicator 31 by reason of the weight of the parts attached
45 bon to the left, however, with reference to

thereto.

A series of notches or recesses 55

disk 47, and the wiper-arm 48, heldin engage

Fig. 3 the color of the ribbon opposite the ment with the outer surface of the disk, falls
printing-wheel 1 will be changed and that in into these notches when opposite the same,
dicated by the indicator or target 31 will be and thus causes a slight oscillation of rock
found to correspond therewith. In this man shaft 49 and a corresponding movement of
ner the user of the instrument is enabled to sleeve 52. In this way the lever-arm 54 is
tell at a glance the color in which the impres made to assume two alternative positions, ac
cording as the wiper-arm rests upon the outer
sion will be made.

Ribbon-bai- 25, with the associated parts, is surface of disk 47 or within a notch 55 cut
shifted through a slotted link 33 connected therein.
Pivotally mounted upon the outer end of
55 therewith and having projecting through its arm 54 by means of a pin 56 is what may be
slotted end a pin 34, ?xed upon the end of a
swinging lever 35, mounted upon a vertical termed a “controlling” member 57, provided
spindle 36. Spindle 36 is journaled in arms with a projection 58, connected, by means of
37, ?xed upon a post 38, which is secured to link 59, with a spring 60,adjustably ?xed upon
the frame of the instrument. The slot in the upper end of spindle 36. It will thus be
link 33 permits a movement of the lever 35 seen that the lever 35 may be swung through
throughout a limited range without affecting out the range limited by the length of the
the position of the ribbon-bar; but upon this slot within slotted link 33 by means of a cor
movement exceeding the limit determined by responding movement of the controlling mem
the
length of the slot any further swinging ber 57. Formed upon the lateral surface of
65

I10
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minute-wheel 1 is a lug or projection 61, adapt
ed under certain conditions to engage a fork

cessed portion upon the side toward the spin
dle 53 and upon the outer side thereof with

62 upon the controlling member 57. A small a pair of ratchet-teeth 76 and 77, facing to—
plate 63 offset from minute-Wheel 1 by means ward the free end of the arm. l/Vith the ap
of rods 64 upon the same being placed in its paratus in normal condition and when the
path of travel, is in a similar manner adapted arm 66 is in either one or the other of its two 7O
to engage a fork 65. It will thus be seen that extreme positions the same is locked in such
either fork 62 will be engaged by the lug 61 position by one or the other of locking-arms

or fork 65 by means of plate 63 and the con
IO

20

67 and 68 by teeth 77 and 75, respectively.

trolling member 57 rotated in one direction It will be noted, however, that these arms
or the other, according as these forks are in are never simultaneously in locking relation 75
terposed in or removed from the path of travel to arm 66, thus renderingit necessary to raise
of the coacting parts. Plate 63 and lug 61 one only of the locking-arms in order to re
are arranged substantially at the same level, lease the controlling member 57. This re
whereas the forks with which theyare adapted lease is accomplished by means of pins 78 and
to engage are vertically offset, as shown most 79, positioned one upon the minute-wheel 1
clearly in Fig. 6 of the drawings, and plate 63 and the other upon the supporting-rod 64 of
is thus made to engage the corresponding plate 63 and adapted to coaet, respectively,
fork or lug 61 to engage fork 62, according with the releasing-arms 70 and 72. Ratchet
as the controlling member is in one or the teeth 80 are preferably provided upon the
other of its two alternative positions, corre lower surface of releasing-arms 70 and 72 for 85

sponding to the position of the wiper-arm 48, a purpose hereinafter described.

either within a notch 55 or upon the raised

surface of the disk 47. In Fig. 8 of the draw
25 ings the plate 63 is shown as about to engage
with the fork 65, and thus swing the control
ling member to the position shown in dotted

The operation of the above-described em
bodiment of our invention is as follows: As

suming the parts to be in normal condition,
with the red ribbon opposite the printing
wheel 1, as shown in Fig. 3 of the drawings,

lines in Fig. 8. In Fig. 11, however, the lug and with a notch 55 upon the disk 47 in such
61 is in engaging position, and the controlling position as to be nearly opposite the wiper

member 57 is about to be} swung to the posi

arm 48, a slight further movement of the 95

tion indicated in dotted lines in this ?gure.

clockwork will permit the latter part to fall
In this manner the lever 35 may be swung to into the notch 55, this falling being accom
a position with the pointed upper end of plished by virtue of the weight of the parts

.35

wedge-shaped member 40 slightly beyond the ‘connected with arm 54 or by a suitable spring, if
knife-edge 41, the movement thereof being desired. The several parts are so adjusted that

I00

determined by the relative positions of the this movement takes place at the time at which
fork and coacting member. A downward it is desired to change the color of theimpres~
movement of the knife-edge with the parts in sions made by the instrument. For example,
this position will result in the throwing of --if the lunch-hour is‘ from twelve to one, and
ribbon-bar 25, with its associated parts, into it is thus desired that an impression made be
105
the other of its two alternative positions.
fore twelve shall be in red ink, whereas after
As the above-described mechanism would twelve is in green ink, this movement will
be of itself to a certain degree susceptible to take place not later than and substantially at
the effect of vibration or jarringof the appa twelve o’clock. The downward movement of
45 ratus, it is highly desirable to provide means wiper-arm 48 causes a corresponding down
I10
for locking the same, so as to render it unaf

ward movement of the arm 54, with the parts

fected in such manner.

Upon the controlling connected therewith, and brings the fork 62 into
member 57 is formed or affixed an arm 66, the path of travel of the projectinglug 61. Im
which is provided with a reduced extension mediately before engagement of the fork by
50 adapted to coact with locking-arms 67 and lug 61 the pin 78 engages releasing-arm 70, as
68. Locking-arm 67 is fixed to a sleeve 69, shown'in Fig. 10 of the drawings, thusraising 115
loosely mounted upon the spindle 53, and has locking-arm 67 and releasing the arm 66. The
at its opposite end a releasing-arm 70, for’ movement of lug 61 in engagement with fork
a purpose hereinafter described. In like man 62 rotates the controlling member 57 about
ner locking-arm 68 is rigidly connected to its axis until the fork passes from the path of I20
an outer sleeve 71, journaled upon the sleeve travel of the lug, the locking-arm 67 mean
69 and having thereon a releasing-arm 72. while being held in elevated position by means
Locking-arm 68 is shaped upon the lower of pin 78, which is carried by the minute
surface of its free end as shown in Fig. 10 wheel. Upon the passing of the lug 61 from
of the drawings, having aspaee 73, extending . engagement with fork 62 the arm 66 reaches
substantially throughout one-half of the path the position indicated in dotted lines in Fig. 11, 125
of travel of the arm 66,,and a pair of ratchet in which it is beyond the two ratchet-teeth
teeth 74 and 75, facing toward the pivotal ’ of locking-arm 67 and the first ratchet-tooth
mounting of the arm. Arm 67, on the other l of locking-arm 68. In this manner the fall of
65 hand, is provided with an unobstructed re- l locking-arm 67, which takes place innnediately

1
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upon the disengagement of pin 7 8 with releas- l for the return of the workman, or, in other 65
ing-arm 70, does not affect the controlling words, that the user thereof was tardy.
The inner locking-teeth 74c and 76 are pro
vided to prevent any retraction of the control
scribed movement of controlling member 57 l\ ling member 57 after the same has been thrown
throws the ribbon-lever 35 by means of link into mid-position and before it has been forced
59 into a position in which the point of wedge into its extreme opposite position by the first
shaped member 40 is beyond or outside of the subsequent user of the machine. The advan~
edge of knife-edge 41. It may here be noted tage of this feature lies in the fact that if a

member 57, as the same has already passed

beyond the teeth thereof. The above-de

IO

that this movement of ribbon-lever 35 causes‘ considerable period elapses between the actu

of itself no shifting of the ribbon 19, as the ation of controlling member 57, and conse 75
pin 34 merely travels within the slot of the quent “setting” of the mechanism in shifting
slotted link 33. Upon the machine being condition, and the actual shifting by the next
cannot be
used for the ?rst time after such movement user of the instrument the lever
has taken place, however, the downward move thrown either by accidental or intentional jar
ment of knife-edge 41 will cause the move ring or vibration into a position in which the
ment of ribbon-lever 35 to the outer extreme wedge-shaped member is upon the side of the
of its path of travel——that is, to the position knife-edge from which it has just been moved.
in which the wedge-shaped member is entirely These teeth thus render it impossible for a
20 upon the outer side of the knife-edge.
This tardy workman who arrives, for example, at
movement will cause the shifting of the rib one minute after one to jar the machine or 85
bon and of the mechanism upon which it is otherwise tamper with the same so as to pre
mounted by means of the sliding of the rib vent the shifting of the ribbon and a red im
bon-bar and the sleeves af?xed thereto upon pression being made upon his card.
The function of the ratchet-teeth 80 upon
25 the spindles within the same. In this manner
the green ribbon is broughtopposite the print the lower surfaces of the release-arms is to 9O
ing-wheel, and the impression made by the prevent the jarring or swinging of the minute
movement of the hand~lever causing this shift wheel, which is preferably flexibly connected
ing will be in green, thus indicating that the with the source of power, so as to print a time
same is made after twelve and that the time of record which is not in accordance with the
leaving of the workman was satisfactory. color in which the impression is made. For 95
With the parts in this condition any desired example, if a workman arrives at one minute
number of impressions may be made without after one, assuming the lunch-hour as herein
changing the color thereof or affecting the before indicated, the mechanism is in condi—
35 ribbon-shifting mechanism. Upon the disk tion to print in red, thus showing the tardy I00
47 rotating, however, so as to throw the wiper arrival of the workman. 1f abackward move
arm 48 outwardly upon the raised surface ment of the wheel were unrestricted, however,
thereof by a movement which is the reverse it might be possible to so swing orjar the in
of that above described, the arm 54, together strument as to cause the minute — wheel to
with the parts mounted thereon, is raised so print the hour of one o’clock, which would
as to bring the lower fork 65 within the path appear to indicate the fact that the workman 105
of travel of the plate 63 and remove fork 62 arrived on time, although the impression
from the vertical position in which it was en would nevertheless be made in red. Such a

gaged by lug 61. This movement will under contradictory state of affairs is prevented by
the ratchet-teeth 80, which, coacting with the
before one o’elock, and immediately thereafter pins 78 and 7 E), prevent a rearward movement
the pin 79 will engage releasing-arm 72 and of the minute-wheel after the same has ar

45 the above conditions take place at or shortly

raise the locking-lever 68. This is followed
by the engagement of plate 63 with the fork
65, as shown in Fig. 8 of the drawings, and a
consequent rotation of controlling member 57
and arm 66 beyond the ratchet-teeth of lock

rived in a position to set the ribbon-shifting
mechanism in operative condition.

‘

It will thus be seen that we have provided

simple and ef?cient mechanism for shifting a 115
printing-ribbon which is reliable and durable

ing-arm 68. This movement causes the move to a marked degree. It will also be seen that
ment of swinging lever 35 to a position in the same is substantially unaffected by any
55 which the point of wedge-shaped member 40 attempted tampering therewith or jarring or

is slightly inside the edge of knife-edge 1L1, vibration of the building in which it is placed.
and accordingly any impression made after It will be apparent that the notches 55 may be
this movement will result in the reshifting of positioned at any desired points about the pe
the ribbon so as to bring the red color into

60

riphery of disk 47 and may be of any desired

operative position by an operation which is length or shape. Thus the ribbon may be
the reverse of that above described. Any im

I10

caused to shift at a reasonable time before the

pression made after this point will accordingly morning work-hour and again at that time, so
be made in red ink, the same indicating that as to print the records of the arriving work
the machine has been used after the hour set men in green color. ’.l‘hroughout the morn

[20
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ing work—hours~as, for example, from seven tion, or discoloration of a receiving-surface
to twelve—the mechanism will be in such con whereby a record may be made. It may also
dition as to print in red the time when used, be noted that by “printing mechanism” is

IO

and the ribbon may be reshifted at the hour of meant any means for forming a mark as above
twelve, so as to again print in green for the de?ned, and “impression” means the mark 70
outgoing workmen. In this manner the mech .made as distinguished from the surface upon
anism may be formed so as to act in accord
which it is made.
ance with any desired hours of work and any
As many changes could be made in the above
numberof notches—as, for example, an extra construction and many apparently widely dif
notch for evening work may be formed upon ferent embodiments of our invention could be 75

the disk. The latter member, it will be under

made without departing from the scope therel

stood, is readily removable, and the notches of, we intend that all matter contained in the
upon the same may readily be changed in form above description or shown in the accompany
or number or a new disk replaced, if desired.

ing drawings shall be interpreted as illustra

It may also here be noted that on account of

tive and not in a limiting sense.

We desire

the fact that the actual setting of the mechan it also to be understood that the language
ism in operative condition is caused by the min used in the following claims is intended to
ute-wheel rather than the hour-disk the notch cover all of the generic and speci?c features
may be formed so as to cause a movement of the of the invention herein described and all state
20

wiper-arm at any desired time before the en
gagement of the parts upon the minute-wheel
with the forks upon the controlling member.

ments of the scope of the invention which,
as a matter of language, might be said to fall

In this manner a suitable period of time may

Having described our invention, what we
claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters

be provided for the complete movement of the
25 wiper-arm and parts connected therewith, so

as to place the forks exactly in their correct

position before engagement therewith by the
parts upon the minute-wheel.

It will also be

seen that the mechanism may be constructed
so as to cause a change in color of the im

pression made exactly at the desired minute
or fraction of a minute without the necessity

for any ?ne adjustment of the parts. An
other advantageous feature lies in the fact
35 that the clockwork is not burdened by the ac

therebetween.

'

Patent, is‘

tual mechanical shifting of the ribbon mech

tion of travel in such manner as to change the

anism, but merely sets the same in the proper
condition, and the shifting itself is accom
plished by the user. It may here be noted
that owing to the vertical position of the rib~
bon and closed back of the card-receiver 8, as
shown in Fig. 1 of the drawings, any dis—
placement of the ribbon, as by means of in
serting a wire in the receiver, is rendered

color of the portion of the ribbon in operative
relation to said printing mechanism.
3. In combination, a t;n)e—bearing member,

45 practically impossible. The advantage of this

90

1. In combination, a platen, printing mech
anism, a ribbon interposed between said platen
and said printing mechanism, and clock-con
trolled means for shifting said ribbon later
ally with respect to its direction of travel.
95
2. In combination, a platen, printing mech~
anism, a multicolored ribbon interposed be
tween. said platen and said printing mechan
ism, and clock-controlled means for shifting
said ribbon laterally with respect to its direc— I00

a printing-ribbon, and clock-controlled means

adapted to control mechanism for shifting
said ribbon laterally with respect to said type

bearing member.
4:. In combination, a type-bearing member,
a multicolored prin ting-ribbon, and automatic

I10

feature whereby any tampering with the rib means adapted to control mechanism for shi ft
bon and altering of the position thereof or ing said ribbon laterally so as to change the
loosening the same, so as to render the shifting color of the portion thereof opposite said type~
mechanism inoperative, is prevented should bearing member.
I
be largely apparent, as it will readily be seen
5. In combination, a type-bearing member, I15
that if a horizontal ribbon and open-backed ribbon-spools, a slidably-mounted ribbon-bar
receiver were used it would be comparatively

to which said spools are rotatably secured, a

easy to cause the recorder to print any desired

printing-ribbon upon said spools opposite said

color irrespective of the position of the rib

type-bearing member, and automatic means
55 bon-shifting parts.
adapted to control mechanism for sliding said
The construction of the above embodiment ribbon-bar and changing the portion of said
of our invention is inexpensive, and the same
can be applied to machines now in use and is
susceptible of use in apparently remote con

nections Without loss of many of the advan

I20

printing-ribbon opposite said type-bearing
member.
6. In combination, a type-l.)earing member,

a printing- ribbon opposite thereto, spools I25
upon which said printing—ribbon is mounted,
It may here be noted that the term “ mark ” a slidably-mounted bar having parts secured
is used throughout this speci?cation and in thereto upon which said spools are mounted,
tageous features thereof.

’

the following claims in a broad sense as de

65 noting any perforation, impression, distor

a lever connected with said ribbon-bar, auto
matically-actuated means for setting said le
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ver, and means adapted to throw said lever ing a minute type-wheel and mechanism for
to one extreme of its path of travel and shift operating the same, a slidably-mounted mul—

IO

said printing-ribbon laterally with respect to ticolored printing~ribbon in operative rela
tion to said type-wheel, a ribbon-bar a?ixed
said type-bearing member.
7. In combination, a type-bearing member, to the mounting of said ribbon, a pivotally 70
a multicolored printing-ribbon in operative re— mounted lever connected with said ribbon
lation thereto,spools upon which said printing bar, a pivotally-mounted member having a
ribbon is mounted, a slidably-mounted ribbon connection with said lever, parts fixed upon
bar having parts secured thereto upon which said minute-wheel adapted to engage and swing
said spools are mounted, a lever having a con said pivotally~n1ounted member and throw 75
nection with said ribbon-bar, automatically said lever into operative condition, means
controlled means for setting said lever in op adapted to engage said lever when in opera
erative condition, and means adapted to throw tive condition and throw the same to one ex
said lever to one extreme of its path of travel treme of its path of travel and slide said rib
and shift said ribbon laterally with relation to bon laterally with respect to said minute type
said type-bearing member so as to bring a por

20

25

wheel in such manner as to bring a portion

tion thereof of different color into operative thereof of different color into operative posi
tion, and means automatically controlling the
relation thereto.
8. In apparatus of the class described, in engagement of said parts upon said minute
combination, printing mechanism comprising wheel with said pivotally-mounted member. 85
13. In an apparatus of theclassdescribed,
a minute type-wheel and mechanism for oper
ating the same, a printing-ribbon in operative in combination, printing mechanism compris
relation to said type-wheel, and means auto ing a minute type-wheel and mechanism for
matically controlled by said minute-wheel operating the same, a slidably-mounted mul

adapted to shift laterally said printing-ribbon ticolored printing~ribbon in operative rela

9O

tion to said type-wheel, a ribbon-bar aliixed
with respect thereto.
9. In apparatus of the class described,.in to the mounting of said ribbon, a pivotally
combination, printing mechanism comprising mounted lever connected with said ribbon
a minute type-wheel and mechanism for oper

bar, a pivotally-mounted member having a

ating the same, a multicolored printing-ribbon connection with said lever, parts ?xed upon 95
in operative relation to said type-wheel, and said minute-wheel adapted to engage and swing
means automatically controlled by said wheel said pivotally-mounted member and throw
adapted to shift laterally said printing~ribbon said lever into operative condition, means
with relation thereto so as to bring a portion adapted to engage said lever when in opera
thereof of different color into operative posi tive condition and throw the same to one ex
treme of its path of travel and slide said rib
tion.
10. In apparatus of the class described, in bon laterally with respect to said minute type

combination, printing mechanism comprising
a minute type-wheel and mechanism for oper
ating the same, a slidably -mounted multi

wheel in such manner as to bring a portion

thereof of different color into operative posi
tion, a disk driven by said minute-wheel-op 105

colored printing-ribbon in operative relation erating mechanism having. a recessed outer

to said type-wheel, and means automatically surface, a member adapted to rest against said
controlled by parts fixed upon said wheel adapt outer surface, and a connection between said

ed to shift laterally said printing-ribbon and last~mentioned member and said pivotally
mounted member whereby the engagement of
said parts upon said minute-wheel with said
operative position.
'
11. In apparatus of the class described, in pivotally-mounted member is determined by

45 bring a portion thereof of different color into

I10

combination, printing mechanism comprising the contour of said disk.
a minute type-wheel and mechanism for oper
ating the same, a slidably-mounted multi

14. In combination, a type-bearing mem

throw the same to one extreme of its path of
travel and shift said ribbon laterally so as to

15. In combination, a type-bearing mem

ber, a platen, manually-actuated means adapt 115
colored printing-ribbon in operative relation ed to bring said type-bearing member and
to said wheel, a lever connected with the part said platen into operative condition with re~
upon which said ribbon is mounted,a pivotally lation one‘ to another, a printing-ribbon bemounted member connected with said lever, tween said type-bearing member and said I20
55 parts ?xed upon said minute-wheel adapt< platen, clock-controlled ribbon-shiftin g mech
ed to engage and swing said pivotally-mount anism, and a connection between said ribbon
ed- member and throw said lever into opera shifting mechanism and said 111anually-actu
tive condition, and means adapted to engage ated means whereby the latter is adapted to
said lever when in operative condition and shift laterally said printing-ribbon.

ber, a platen, manually-actuated means adapt
bring a portion thereof of different color into ed to bring said type-bearing member and
said platen into operative relation one to an
operative relation to said minute-wheel.
12. In an apparatus of the class described, other, a multicolored slidably~mounted print

65 in combination, printing mechanism compris

ing-ribbon between said type-bearing member

130
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and said platen, shifting mechanism adapted said shifting mechanism, and means adapted
to shift laterally said slidably-mounted print to lock said controlling means in each of its
ing~ribbon with respect to said type-bearing extreme positions.
member, and a connection between said shift
21. In combination,atype-bearing member,
ing mechanism and said manually-actuated a printing-ribbon in operative relation there

means whereby the latter is adapted to oper
ate said shifting mechanism and bring a por
tion of ribbon of different color into operative
position.
IO

_

16. In combination, a type-bearing mem

ber, a platen, manually-actuated means adapt
ed to bring said type-bearing member and
said platen into operative condition with rela
tion one to another, a multicolored slidably
15 mounted printing-ribbon between said platen

to, means adapted to shift laterally said print
ing-ribbon with relation to said type-bearing
member, means actuated by parts upon said

type-bearing member controlling said shift
ing mechanism, and means adapted to lock 75
said controlling means in each of its extreme
positions.

,

22. Incombinatiomatype-bearingmember,

a printing-ribbon in operative relation there
to, means adapted to shift laterally said print~ So
and said printing mechanism, shifting mech ing-ribbon with relation to said type-bearing
anism adapted upon operation to slide said member, means actuated by parts upon said
ribbon laterally with respect to said type type-bearing member controllingsaid shifting
bearing member and bring a portion thereof mechanism, and means adapted to lock said

of different color into operative position, and controlling means in each of its extreme po
means whereby said manually-actuated means sitions and to lock the same against movement
is adapted to operate said shifting means upon in one direction when in an intermediate po
the latter being set in operative condition.
sition.
17. In combination, a type-bearing mem
23. In combination, printingmechanism, a

85

25 ber, a platen, manually-actuated means adapt

multicolored slidably-mounted printing-rib
ed to bring said type-bearing member and bon in operative relation'to said printing mech 9O
said platen into operative position with rela anism, a lever adapted to shift the same later
tion one to another, a multicolored slidably ally with respect to said printing mechanism,
mounted printing-ribbon between said platen a pivotally-mounted member connected with

and said type~bearing member, shifting mech said lever and adapted to set the same in op
anism adapted to slide said printing-ribbon erative condition,automatic means for control 95
laterally with relation to said type-bearing ling the movement of said pivotally-mounted
member and bring a portion thereof of differ member, and means adapted to lock the same
ent color into operative position, means auto

35

in each of its extreme positions against move

matically controlled by said type-bearing ment in either direction and in an intermedi

I00

member adapted to set said shifting mechan ate position against movement in onedirection.
ism in operative condition, and means where
2L1. In combination, printing mechanism, a
by said manually~actuated means is adapted multicolored slidabl y — mounted printing—rib
to operate said shifting mechanism upon the bon in operative relation thereto, a lever
same being set in operative condition.
adapted to shift said printing-ribbon laterally 105
18. In combination, a type-bearing mem with respect to said printing mechanism so as
ber, a printing-ribbon in operative relation to bring a portion thereof of different color
thereto, manually-actuated means adapted to into operative position, a pivotally~mounted
cause said type-bearing member to make an member connected with said lever and adapt—
45 impression, means for shifting said printing ed to set the same in operative condition, an I10
ribbon laterally with respect to said type tomatic means adapted to actuate said pivot
bearing member, automatic means for setting all y-mounted member, a plurality of locking
said shifting means in operative condition, levers adapted to control the position thereof,
and means whereby said manually-actuated one of said levers being provided with teeth
means is adapted to operate said shifting adapted to prevent the movement of said piv 115
mechanism upon the same being set in opera

tive condition.
19. In combination, printing mechanism, a
printing—ribbon, means adapted to shift said
55 ‘printing-ribbon with respect to said printing
mechanism, automatic means for controlling
said shifting means, and means adapted to
lock said controlling means in each of its ex~
treme positions.

'

otally-mounted member in one direction and

the other of said levers being provided with
oppositely-directed teeth adapted to lock said
pi\'*otally-m0unted member against movement
in the opposite direction, and means for releas
ing said levers.
25. In combination, printing mechanism, a

I20

multicolored slidably-mounted printing-rib

bon in operative relation thereto, a lever adapt
20. In combination, printing mechanism, a ed to shift said printing-ribbon laterally with I25
multicolored printing—ribbon, means adapted respect to said printing mechanism so as to
to shift said printing-ribbon laterally with re bring a portion thereof of different color into

65

spect to said printing mechanism so as to bring operative position, a pivotally-mounted mem
a portion thereof of different color into opera ber connected with said lever and adapted to
tive position, automatic means for controlling set the same in operativecondition, automatic 130

9
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means adapted to actuate said pivotally position, and means adapted to lock said con
mounted member, a plurality of locking-levers trolling mechanism in each of its two alterna
adapted to control the position thereof. one tive positions.
30. In apparatus of the class described, in
of said levers being provided with teeth adapt
ed to prevent the movement of said pivotally combination, printing mechanism comprising 70
mounted member in one direction and the a minute type-wheel and mechanism for oper
other of said levers being provided with op ating the same, a slidably-mounted multicol
positely-directed teeth adapted to lock said ored printing-ribbon in operative relation to
IO

pivotally-mounted member against movement said type- wheel, means automatically con
in the opposite direction, and means for re trolled by said minute-wheel adapted to shift 75
leasing said levers, said automatic means com- l laterally said printing-ribbon and bring a por
prising parts upon said printing mechanism
adapted to engage and swing said pivotally
mounted member.
26. Incombination,atype-bearingmember,
a multicolored printing- ribbon. mechanism
adapted to shift said printing-ribbon laterally

20

tion thereof of different color into operative
position, and positive means adapted to lock
said controlling mechanism in each of its two
alternative positions and to lock the same
against movement in one direction when in an

intermediate position.

31. In combination, a type-bearing mem
with respect to said type-bearing member so
as to bring a portion thereof of different color ber, a platen, manually-actuated means adapt
into operative position, automatic means ed to bring said type-bearing member and 85
adapted to control said shifting means, and a said platen into operative relation one to an

visual indicator connected with said shifting other, a slidably-mounted multicolored print

mechanism and adapted to change from one ing-ribbon between said platen and said type
to another of two alternative positions when bearing member, means adaptedto shift said
printing- ribbon with relation to said type 9O
25 said ribbon is shifted.
27. Incombination,atype-bearingmember, bearing member in such manner as to bring a
a multicolored printing-ribbon, means adapted portion thereof of different color into oper
to shift said printing-ribbon laterally with re ative position, automatic means adapted to set
speet to said type-bearing member so as to

said shifting means in operative condition,

operative condition, and a visual indicator con

in its two extreme positions, and a connection

bring a portion thereof of different color into means adapted to lock said automatic means 95

nected with said shifting mechanism adapted whereby said manually - actuated means is

adapted to cause the operation of said shift
tive positions when said ribbon is shifted and ing means when the latter is in operative con I00
35 display a surface of a color substantially iden— dition.
32. In apparatus of the class described, in
tical with that of the portion of the printing
combination, printing mechanism comprising
ribbon which is in operative position.
28. In combination, a type-bearing minute a minute-wheel and mechanism for operating
wheel, a platen, means adapted to bring said the same, manually-actuated means adapted
wheel and said platen into operative relation to cause the operation of said printing mech
one to another, a multicolored slidably-mount anism, a multicolored slidably-mounted rib
ed printing-ribbon between said platen and bon in operative relation to said printing
said type-bearing minute-wheel, a lever con mechanism, means adapted laterally to shift
nected with a part upon which said ribbon is said ribbon and bring a portion thereof of dif I10
ferent color into operative position, automatic
45 mounted and adapted to shift the same later
ally with respect to said type-bearing minute~ means adapted to set said shifting mechanism
wheel so as to bring a portion thereof of dif in operative condition, means adapted to lock
ferent color into operative position, a pivot said setting means in each of its two extreme
ally-mounted member connected with said le positions, and a member upon said manually
ver, parts upon said minute-wheel adapted to actuated means adapted to engage and operate 115
engage and swing said pivotally - mounted said shifting mechanism upon the latter being
member and set the same in operative condi set in operative condition.
33. A clock-controlled time-recorder com
tion, and a part upon said manually-actuated
to move from one to another of two alterna

means adapted to strike and actuate said lever prising time-printing mechanism adapted to
55 and shift said ribbon upon said lever being print records of different classes in distinctive

set in operative condition.
29. In apparatus of the class described, in

I20

impressions.

34;. ‘ A clock-controlled time-recorder com

combination, printing mechanism comprising prising time-printing mechanism adapted au

tomaticall y to print records ofdilferent classes
125
in distinctive colors.
85. A clock-controlled time-recorder hav
ored printing-ribbon in operative relation to‘
a minute type-wheel and mechanism for oper
ating the same, a slidably~mounted multicol

ing automatically-acting time-printing means
trolled by said minute-wheel adapted to shift adapted to print regular records in a certain
laterally said printing-ribbon and bring a por color and irregular records in a certain other
130
65 tion thereof of di?'erent color into operative color.
said type- wheel, means automatically con

.10
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36. In a time-recorder, in combination, a type-bearing member, a card-receiver having 65
type-bearing member, a multicolored print~ a closed back, a multicolored vertical print
ing-ribbon in operative relation thereto, means ing-ribbon positioned between the back of

adapted to shift said ribbon to bring a portion

thereof of different color into operative posi

said card-receiver and said type-lmaring mem
ber, and automatic means adapted to control

mechanism for shifting said ribbon laterally
ber, and a power-actuated disk adapted auto— so as to change the color of the portion thereof
matically to control said ribbon-shifting mech opposite said type-bearing member.
anism.
‘t8. In atime-recorder, printing mechanism,
tion with respect to said type-bearing mem

IO

37. In a time-recorder, in combination, a

a multicolored printing — ribbon adapted to

type-bearing member, a multicolored print travel in operative relation thereto, said rib
ing-ribbon in operative relation thereto, means bon being mounted movable in a lateral di
adapted laterally to shift said printing-ribbon rection with respect to its direction of travel,
to bring a portion thereof of di?erent color
into operative position with respect to said
type-bearing member, and a power-actuated
disk having irregularities in the outer surface
thereof adapted to control said ribbon-shift
ing mechanism in accordance with the form

and position of said irregularities.
.38. In a time-recorder,a type-bearing mem

and a single means adapted to actuate said

printing mechanism and to move said print
ing-ribbon laterally so as to bring a portion 80

thereof of different color into operative posi
tion.

'

‘Pt. In a time-recorder, printing mechanism,
a multicolored printing-ribbon adapted to
travel in operative relation thereto, said rib 85

ber, a multicolored printing-ribbon in opera bon being mounted movable in a lateral di
tive relation thereto, means adapted laterally rection with respect to its direction of travel,
to shift said printing-ribbon to bring a por means adapted to move said ribbon laterally,
25 tion thereof of different color into operative automatic means adapted to set the same in

position with respect to said type-bearing operative condition, and manually~actuated
member, a disk having irregularities in the means adapted to actuate said printing mech—
outer surface thereof, and a wiper-arm rest
ing upon said disk adapted to control said rib
bon-shifting mechanism in accordance with
the position and form of said irregularities.
39. In a time-recorder, in combination, a

type-bearing minute-wheel, a power-trans

anism and to move said printing-ribbon lat
erally so as to bring a portion thereof of dif

ferent color into operative position upon said
?rst-mentioned means being set in operative 95

condition.
45. In a time-recorder, printing mechanism,

mitting member adapted to drive the same, a a multicolored printing- ribbon adapted to
35 multicolored printing-ribbon in operative re

travel in operative relation thereto, said rib

lation to said wheel, a lever adapted to shift bon being mounted movable in a lateral di I00
said printing-ribbon laterally to bring a por rection with respect to its direction of travel,
tion of'said printing-ribbon of different color means adapted to actuate said printing mech
in operative relation to said wheel, a disk anism and to move said printing-ribbon lat
driven from said power -transmitting mem erally so as to bring a portion thereof of dif
ber and having irregularities in its surface, ferent color into operative position, and an 105
and a wiper-arm resting upon said disk and automatically-actuated visual indicator ad apt
adapted to control the position of said lever ed to indicate the color which the recorder is
in accordance with the form and position of in condition to print.
45 said irregularities upon said disk.

40. In combination, aplaten, printing mech
anism, a vertical multicolored p rinting-ribbon

interposed between said platen and said print

46. In atime-recorder,printing mechanism,
a multicolored printing-ribbon adapted to

I10

travel in operative relation thereto, said rib
bon beingmounted movably in a lateral direc
tion with respect to its direction of travel,

ing mechanism, and automatic means for shift
ing said ribbon laterally with respect to its di

means adapted to move said printing-ribbon

rection of travel in such manner as to change

laterally, automatically-actuated means adapt I15

the color of the portion vof the ribbon in op~ ed to set said first-mentioned means in oper
erative relation to said printing mechanism. ative condition, manually — actuated means
41. In a time-recorder, in combination, a adapted to actuate said printing mechanism
55 type-bearing member, a card-receiver having and to actuate said ribbon-moving mechanism
a closed back, a multicolored printing-ribbon
in operative relation to said type — bearing
member and positioned between the same and

so as to bring a portion of said ribbon of dif

said ribbon laterally so as to change the color

which the recorder is in condition to print.
47. In a time-recorder, in combination, a

ferent color into operative position upon said
ribbon-moving mechanism being set in oper—
said closed card-receiver, and automatic means ative condition, and an automatically-actuated
adapted to control mechanism for shifting visual indicator adapted to indicate the color

of the portion thereof opposite said type-bear
ing member.
4&2. In a time-recorder, in combination, a

platen, printing mechanism, a ribbon inter

posed between said platen and said printing

I20
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mechanism, and automatic clock-controlled moving mechanism being set in operative con

means for shifting said ribbon laterally with dition.
56. In a time-recorder, in combination, a
respect to its direction of travel.
type-bearing
member, a multicolored print
48. In a time-recorder, in combination, a
ing-ribbon
in
operative relation thereto, a 70
platen, printing mechanism, a multicolored clock-driven member,
a lever adapted to be
ribbon interposed between said platen and actuated by said clock-driven
member, means
printing mechanism, and automatic clock-con adapted to shift said printing-ribbon
laterally
trolled means for shifting said ribbon laterally
in
such
manner
as
to
bring
a
portion
thereof
with respect to its direction of travel in such
of
different
color
in
operative
relation
to said 75
manner as to change the color of the portion
type-bearing
member,
a
manually-actuated
le
of the ribbon in operative relation to said
ver, and means controlled by said ?rst-men
printing mechanism.
tioned lever whereby a subsequent actuation
49. In a time-recorder, in combination, a
type-bearing member, a printing-ribbon, and of said manually-actuated lever will shift said
automatic clock-actuated means adapted to ribbon.
57. In a time-recorder, in combination, a
control mechanism for shifting said ribbon

IO

laterally with respect to said type-bearing type-bearing member, a multicolored print
ing-ribbon in operative relation thereto,means
member.
adapted to shift said ribbon in such manner
50. In a time-recorder, in combination, a

20

type-bearing member,a multicolored printing

as to bring a portion thereof of different color

85

ribbon, and automatic clock~actuated means in operative relation to said type-bearing mem
adapted to control mechanism for shifting ber, a clock-actuated member, a lever con
said ribbon laterally so as to change the color trolled by said clock-actuated member, a
of the portion thereof in operative relation to manually-actuated lever, and means automat
ically controlled by said first-mentioned lever
25 said type-bearing member.
upon actuation thereof, a subse
51. In- a time-recorder, in combination, a whereby,
quent
actuation
of said manually-controlled
type-bearing member, a printing-ribbon in
lever
will
shift
said
ribbon.
operative relation thereto, manually-actuated
58.
In
a
time~recorder,
in combination, a
means adapted to cause said type-bearing
95
member'to make an impression, means for type-bearing member, a movable printing-rib
bon
adapted
to
travel
adjacent
thereto,
means
shifting said printing-ribbon laterally with re

to shift said. printing-ribbon laterally
spect to said type-bearing member, automatic adapted
with
respect
to its normal direction of travel,
means for setting one of the two last-men
tioned means in operative condition, and means

whereby said manually-actuated means is
adapted to operate said shifting mechanism
upon such setting taking place.
52. A clock-controlled time-recorder com

clockwork, a rotary member driven from said

clockwork, a pivotally-mounted lever adapted

I00

to be contacted and actuated by parts upon
said rotary member, a hand-lever, and means

adapted to be set in operative condition by
first-mentioned lever, said means being
prising time-printing mechanism adapted to said
adapted,
upon being set in operative condi 105
40 print records of different classes with the col
tion,
operatively
to connect said hand-lever
ors of the impressions distinctive of each class.
and
said
shifting
mechanism.
53. A clock-controlled time-recorder com
59. In a time-recorder, in combination, a
prising time~printing mechanism adapted au
member, a multicolored print
tomatically to print records of different classes type-bearing
ing~ribbon adapted to travel in operative rela I10
with
the
impressions
in
distinctive
colors.
45
thereto, means adapted to shift said rib
54L. A clock-controlled time-recorder having tion
bon laterally with respect to its direction of
automatically — actuated time - printing means

adapted to print regular records with an im
pression of a certain color, and irregular rec

travel in such manner as to bring a portion of

means adapted to move said printing-ribbon

inoperative condition and being adapted, upon

di?'erent color in operative relation to said
115
ords with an impression of a certain other type-bearing member, a hand-lever, a clock
actuated rotary disk, a pivotally-mounted
color.
55. In a time-recorder, a printing mechan lever adapted to be actuated by parts upon
ism, a multicolored printing-ribbon adapted to said disk, and means adapted to be set in op
condition by said last-mentioned lever,
travel in operative relation thereto, said rib erative
said hand-lever being adapted to be actuated I20
bon
being
mounted
movably
in
a
lateral
di
55
affecting said ribbon-shifting mech
rection with respect to its direction of travel, without
anism when said last-mentioned means is in

laterally, automatically-actuated means adapt

actuation, to operate said ribbon- shifting
125
tive condition, and manually-actuated means mechanism when said means is in operative
adapted to actuate said printing mechan condition.
60. A time-recorder including, in combina~
ism and to actuate said ribbon-moving mech
tion,
time- controlled printing mechanism,
anism so as to bring a portion of said ribbon
of different color into operative relation to means for taking impressions from said print
ing mechanism upon a record-surface, and
65 said printing mechanism upon said ribbon
ed to set said ?rst-mentioned means in opera

1 Pr

a

means whereby the impressions made by said controlled printing mechanism, means for tak

printing mechanism during different prede

termined intervals are made in different colors.
61. A time-recorder including, in com bina

tion, time- controlled printing mechanism,

10

ing in'ipressionsfroni said printing mechanism
upon a record-surface, and automatic means

whereby irregular records formed by said im
pressions are made in a certain color and regu- ,

means for taking impressions from said print

lar records in a certain other color.

ing mechanism upon a record —surface, and
automatic time-controlled means adapted to

65. A time-recorder. inclutling, in combina
tion, tin'ie-controlled marking devices, means

cause the impressions made by said printing for producing records therefrom. and means

mechanism during different predetermined in

tervals of time to appear in different colors.
62. In a time-recorder, in combination, time
controlled printing mechanism, means for tak

whereby records of different classes are made be U!

by marks having (ilistinguishing characteris
tics.

66. A time-recorder including, in combina

ing impressions from said printing mechanism tion, time-controlled marking devices, means
upon a record-surface, and automatic means for producing records therefrom, and means
whereby said impressions of dili‘erent classes whereby records of regular and of irregular
are made in colors distinctive of said classes. character are made by marks having distin
63. Ina time-recorder, in combination,time guishing characteristics.

controlled printing mechanism, means for tak
20

upon a record-surface, and automatic time
eontrolled means adapted to cause such im

pressions of different classes to appear in col
ors distinctive of said classes.
25

In testimony whereof we a ['iix out sigl‘iatures

ing impressions from said printing mechanism in the presence of two witnesses.

64. Inatime-recorder, in combination,time

JOH N' DEY.
ALEXA N DE It DE Y.

\Vitnesses:
CARRIE M. JUNE,
(J. E. MAoooNALn.
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